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MUNARI OR OPPOSITE EVEN-NESS by Filiberto Menna 

 

One would have to come up with quite an explanation to account for why, in these years when 

mono graphical writings on contemporary artists have profuse to the point of concerning not only 

the protagonists of modern art but more minor and secondary figures (with the consequence, at 

times, of taking historiography to authentic distortions of perspective), strangely enough no attempt 

has yet been made to sum up the work of an artist such as Bruno Munari, presently active for more 

than thirty years within the most advanced Italian artistic currents and, moreover, in a position that 

has few equals. A reason why, however, can be found in the first place, in Munari's own work which 

is so dispersive and dispersed that finding a trace of unitary sense in it can lead to despair. 

Additionally, the attitude that the artist assumes in front of his own work (an attitude of ironic 

detachment, almost as if it dealt with things too simple to merit any attention that goes beyond an 

immediate sense of gratification) does not encourage the historian, who ends up feeling clumsy and 

awkward like someone whose presence has disturbed a pleasant game. Yet another reason to make a 

comprehensive inquiry on Munari's work even more difficult concerns the objective difficulty 

related to the material dispersion of the artist's work, rendered so either by its nearly 

programmatically ephemeral character, or by the artist's temperament, tending to alight a wise 

administration of the work in view of future canonization. 

Nonetheless, in a critical season as this one, characterized by a growing interest in the modern 

tradition, there is the increasing need to attempt an historical investigation on Munari's work, not 

only for what it represent in itself, but also (and it cannot be spared) for what it represents in the 

vicissitudes of Italian artistic life comprised between the crucial moment of the 1930's (when the 

lessons of the historic avant-guard was reexamined and recovered despite the opposition of a 

culturally reactionary environment) and the present research in the field of visual and kinetic 

experimentation. Between these two chronological poles, Munari's art unwinds through a 

surprisingly varied and multiple series of research and works which, however, lead back to the 

cultural matrices and the most authentic motivations of the artist's poetics, that reveal a common 

denominator and are presented as diverse manifestations of a single substantial attitude. It 

summarizes in itself the historically antinomical requests of art and technique, of the useful and the 

gratuitous, of necessity and liberty, and of the rule and the exception fusing them together in 

concrete objects that thus take on the meaning and value of an analogy of other and vaster possible 

equilibriums. 

Munari has always, in fact, regarded the work of art as a totally and the working of the artist both as 

a continuous experimentation in new linguistic instruments (from new plastic material to modern 

techniques of visual reproduction, such as photography and cinema) and as a project, that is as a 

typical operation of design based not upon the assumption of preconstructed form (geometric or 

organic) but on the implementation of transferable formative procedures of the unique work of art 

in the most diverse sectors of esthetic activity. By this, Munari reveals the futuristic matrice of his 

cultural formation, but it must be immediately added that he refuses any technical and machine 

fetishism, towards which he manifests a definitely positive, never detached attitude that contains, 

however, an ironic and playful aspect. This means that Munari's poetics, if on one hand, (the most 

obvious and historically verifiable side) leads directly to the central theme of futurist poetics, to the 

interpretation of art as totality and instrument of the machine and modern technique, on the other 

hand it takes on, giving it however a positive sign, something of the anti machine irony of dadaism. 

Munari introduces a new element into the compact futuristic earnestness, different even from 

Depero's sense of the grotesque, a type of disenchanted lightness, though intimately participatory, 

which allows him to affront the most compelling problems set upon art in the modern world with an 

attitude in which the exclusive fervor of the futurists is unburdened by a component which derives 

from Duchamp's abstract metaphysical irony: between the positive all of the first and the extreme 

negation of the second, Munari searches in fact to stabilize a new equilibrium, in which the opposed 



demands are joined together, but freed from their extreme characteristics and made closer by a 

dialectical relationship of acceptation and irony, of earnestness and of play, of  “positive-negative”. 

It seems sufficiently probable that Duchamp represents the reference point, though remote and 

indirect, for the process of mitigating irony used by Munari when confronted with the mechanical 

poetics of the futurism. In addition, the French artist's interest in the machine coincides with the 

advent of Futurism: something which should seem so immediately obvious even on the base of 

pictorial works, as to incite Apollinaire's noteworthy closing words in the essay dedicated to 

Duchamp in the “Peintres cubistes”: “It may be the place of an artist so free from esthetic 

preoccupations, so little worried by energy as Marcel Duchamp, to reconciliation Art and People”. 

Apollinaire naturally spoke about the artist's paintings and might not have yet had the occasion to 

see the “Rue de Bicyclette”, the true patergenitor, the grandfather, of the readymades and of all the 

useless machines in poetic reaction of contemporary art: Duchamp, in fact, with the bicycle wheel, 

worked a radical removal of meaning in relation to the functionality of the machine, but at the same 

time, he isolated it, be it ironically, on a pedestal, presenting it as an object to be looked upon 

independently in itself. It goes without saying then that the artist achieves with the “wheel” the first 

example of arte in movimento obtained by way of a consciously paradoxal declension of futurist 

poetics. Munari would later take up an equal and contrary work to that of Duchamp: the French 

artist has demystifying and satirical intentions when confronting the machine but ends up, in fact, 

raising it for the first time as subject of a work of art; Munari instead proceeds from a typically 

futurist acceptation of the world of technique and of machine, but in his fervent adhesion to it, 

introduces, de facto, a distracting element in relation to pure functionality, that stresses the 

component to a free and joyful contemplation-amusement of the object. Munari's debut in the 

environment of the second Futurist generation coincides with the conclusive moment of the 

mechanical phase of the group and the beginnings of the period, sensibly influenced by surrealist 

poetics, which would flow soon after, through the encounter between the mechanical heritage and 

the fabulatory and mystery tendency of surrealism, into the poetics of opening. The 1926 Biennale 

hosted for the first time a show of futurism that imposed the presence of works such as Prampolini's 

“il Convegno degli Dei” and Azari's “Prospettive di volo” from which the aeropicture celebrations 

and in general the conquests of modern technique began. The following year Munari participated 

for the first time in a show of the futurist group prepared by the Galleria Pesaro in Mialn, thus 

starting his association with the Marinettian and aeropicture group. The aeropicture represented, 

among other things, an almost obligatory stage for the futurist, either because of the exigency, 

sensed by the futurists, to offer a testimony faithful to the time or because the salient facts of 

science and technology could not help but contain traces of the first clamorous successes of 

aeronautics that had stirred public opinion of the entire world. 

The most literal and iconographic declension of the aeropicture poetic reflects and documents this 

particular experience, suggesting new ways of pictorially depicting the terrestrial landscape: it deals 

with an elementary declension that basically does not pose a true problem of vision, but only seeks 

out new effects, sizes and angles, falling into a sort of modern picturesque. Both Prampolini and the 

Turinese group, with Fillia at the head, worried about overcoming the anecdotal, purely descriptive, 

aspect of aeropicture and thus resorted to a symbolic and fantastic transfiguration of the complexity 

of psychic and sensoral data furnished by the new experience of flight. 

The Turinese position, expressed in a document of '32, and that of Prampolini coincide on this first 

point, in the necessity to pose the notion of simultanity and of multidimensional perspective at the 

base of aeropicture: but the difference in the document and the work of the Turinese lies in Fillia's 

accent that insists on mystical-religious motivation and which is translated, on the level of 

language, into a formulation of aeropicture in neometaphysical and primitivistic keys (and later in 

the substantially nineteen hundred's experience of sacred futuristic art). 

The Milanese futurist group, formed by Munari, Andreoni, Duse, Manzoni, Gambini and Bot, 

responds to that far from hypothetical risk, so that, intervening in the same year in the polemic over 

aeropicture aesthetics, they explicitly affirm the necessity to “abolish every perspective and 

primitivistic plastic to construct the new canvas with elements of perspective and chromatic 



plastic”, and in the second point of the manifesto, states the need “to know how to distinguish 

colors which live in us in our epoch, which like vital cells nourish the existence of the creation from 

the colors belonging to other epochs, dead colors, that generate pictorial infection and thus the more 

or less rapid death of artistic organisms”. In other terms, the Milanese group posed with noteworthy 

clarity (and in this the determinate presence of Munari can be detected) the problem of a renewal of 

linguistic means in view of an art of pure visibility, founded on the use of chromatic planes and on 

the color-material combination. 

It's a task to reconstruct Munari's initial futurist phase, of which there remains but few salvagable 

photographs in old unfindable catalogues, but in “Costruire” a work done in '26 (shown at the 

Galleria Pesaro in 1929 and in December of the same year at Galerie 23 in Paris), the Boccioniano 

theme of the city can be noted as city gets translated into a simultaneous representation of urban 

episodes and the work of man, organized in a geometric pyramid structure based in turn on the 

repetition of single unity, also of geometrical nature, embedded reciprocally one in the other and 

containing, each one in its own compartment, a fragment of the urban scene. 

“Sosta Aerea”, shown at the futurist Mostra of aeropicture and of scenographic organized by the 

Galleria Pesaro in 1931 and in the following year at the Galleria de la Reinassance in Paris with the 

title “Infinit vertical”, more directly relates to the poetics: from as much as can be told from the 

remaining photographs, Munari produced an atmosphere of suspension and stupor in this work that 

serves however as a rigorous constructive instrument, for which the structural unity, based upon 

prevalently geometric forms, clearly lets the visual and functional identity of singular elements of 

the composition be singled out, to the point that one feels the ability to disassemble and reassemble 

the whole is given, something which at a later date the experimental models of sculpture of travel 

and of continuous structures would verify. The novelty represented by Munari's plastic solutions 

must not have passed completely unobserved if the critic of a Milan newspaper wrote in the wake of 

the 1931 Pesaro show, “Munari is the most audacious painter of the exhibition. His work abstracts 

itself from reality to savor all the liberty of the infinite air. From him the material is annihilated; 

only the ideal atmosphere exists, effervescent, in which abstract forms navigate to approach, set and 

probe aerial zones, so as to render the emotion pure with pure elements (the italics are mine). 

In this entirely extroverted tendency, that reabsorbs every fabulatory temptation of airpainting and 

objectifies it in pure visual facts, Munari approaches the completely immanent declension of 

aeropicture particular to Prampolini: with a difference, though; the latter tends to create great visual 

spectacles about the conquest of space and of technology and the prefiguration of future cosmic 

flights while Munari is lead to create a subtile pictorial fairy tale subjecting the gigantic and the 

Prampolinian emphasis to a process of miniaturization. In other words, Munari does not want to 

rouse collective stupor, as Prampolini does with a genuine fantapittura that is his particular 

declension of aeropicture poetics, but prefers rather to create small fabulous worlds for, what I 

would say, daily and domestic use, places to psychologically dwell in contemplation. 

The “Avventura su cielo rosa”, a 1932 mixed media executed with highly varied materials such as 

rubber and fur, celluloid, securit, and metal, is exactly one of the enchanted microcosms coming out 

of Munari's lucid poetic “space illusionist” imagination. At the same time the artist, following the 

research on the expressive possibilities of photography begun by Moholy-Nagy and Man Ray, turns 

to other instruments of visual communication: in the photogram, executed during that period, 

Munari builds an entire world of images subjected to the most surprising metamorphoses that 

distort and enlargen human bodies into sinuous proboscis-like swellings that generate other forms 

of plants, animals and landscape. But, Munari, contrary to dadaist and surrealist techniques, does 

not seek the incongruous and the non sensical nor even a new type of mysterial fabulation, but 

prefers to recreate fabulous, limpid, and clear worlds, pervaded by a vein of cheerful irony. 

In photograms depicting a series of fantastic landscapes (“Un pianeta tra gli alberi”, “Paesaggio 

sulla collina”, “Costellazioni”, “Suoni”, “Natura”, “Umidità nell'aria”), the artist continues further 

in this direction, formulating a poetic analogy between the mechanical and the organic by means of 

a conscious, premeditated confusion, not between man and machine, as Breton wanted, but between 

the realm of technique and the realm of nature. In the photograms the commission of the two 



elements can be found on the ground of a combination of images reaching from one dominium to 

the other (a bird-toy mechanism that flies among the branches of trees, small gears with watch-like 

serrations that sail among the clouds as shining stars, etc.), or rather with a process of juxtaposition 

in some way still extrinsic and illustrative. Munari tackles the theme of the fundamental analogy 

between mechanical and organic not at the level of representing discrete and finite images, but at 

the more secretive and basic level where common formative processes are invented: the “macchine 

inutili” shown for the first time at Milan in '33, exactly bears the exigency to re-unite the free and 

spontaneous development of organic forms with the necessity and calculation which presides over 

the existence of the machine. Munari therefore builds a structure on the grounds of rigorous 

harmonic relationship, which contain a series of geometric elements (not phyto or zoomorphic as in 

Calder) that allow a very vast range of possible movements: actively inserted in space by way of 

real movement, plastic aerial organisms, the useless machine takes on the meaning of kinetic 

structure in continuous transformation realizing a concrete spacial-temporal unity. 

Munari in the “plastici aerei” as in his prior mixed media exalt the fabulatory component of 

airpicture reducing it to the objectivity of constructive reasoning. In the same year, moved by 

certain Prampolinian suggestions towards an art of pure perception (the extraordinary “Astrazione 

in due tempi” of 1930 can be listed) and by the premises of the Milanese group's airpicture 

manifesto, Munari accomplishes an analogous operation in the field of painting, which he tends to 

interpret, with a constant major critical awareness, as pure visual research. This tendency to lead the 

pictorial fact back to its basic constructive elements (geometric form and pure color) would be 

affirmed during those years in the movement of Milanese artistic culture around the Milione gallery 

and would soon be followed by a renewed abstract and concrete fervor that had appeared in France 

around '30 with the “Cercle et Carrè” exhibition organized at Paris by Seuphor and Torrès-Garcia, 

with the publication by van Doesburg of the single issue “Art concret” (with which the term concret 

in place of abstract makes its first appearance) and with the following year's reorganization of 

“Abstraction-création” promoted by Vantongerloo and Herbin. In Italy, after the surprising concrete 

success of Prampolini's already mentioned “astrazione in due tempi”, the first abstract 

menifestations began '32 with the works of Radice and Soldati, Licini, Ghiringhelli, Reggiani, 

Veronesi, Fontana, Bogliardi, Melotti, Badiali, and Rho, in addition to the Milione exhibition 

dedicated to Kandinsky, Vordenberge-Gildewart and Albers. Munari moves specially in the area 

opened by the last one, towards an art made up of pure visual research, as grammatical analyses of 

pictorial and plastic language accomplished with the help of the psychology of perception: a work 

like the 1935 Anche la cornice can be interpreted through the light of this renewed interest in the 

problems of visual communication, so that in this Munari carries out a precise experimentation on 

optical phenomena like the perceptive restlessness of a pattern and ambiguity between figure and 

background. 

From this moment Munari's interest in visual experimentation assumes a constantly more precise 

physiognomy, becoming concrete in the ensuing years with the implementation of interpretable 

works, that besides being seen as objects endowed with their own esthetic autonomy, can be seen as 

experimental models, or as patterns aiming to verify the possibility of artistic information of visual 

language. The fundamental stages of this research, which above all represents the leitmotiv of 

Munari's entire work, can be seen in the following works: the series of wire mesh sculptures entitled 

“Concavo-convesso” (1949-1965), the “positive-negative” paintings (from '51), the series of 

tridimensional models (from the “Composizione sul quadrato” ('51) to the “sculture da viaggio” 

until the “strutture continue” and folding lamps) and finally all the series of very strict visual 

experimentation that starts from the 1953 direct projections and those of polarized light to the 

experimental films done with Piccardo in the Monte Olimpino studio and to the recent research on 

programmed art (“Ora X” and the Tetracone). With the sculpture in wire mesh Munari carries visual 

inquiry into the three dimension of space and more precisely into the relationship between concave 

and convex, full and empty, figure and space, tending, as he had already done with his useless 

machine, to stabilize an absolute equivalence of binomy terms and to abolish therefore the 

traditional hierarchical relation that makes the figure, or that of the convex, the primary data of 



representation. 

The “positivi-negativi” series instead directly relates to the visual experimentation done by the artist 

in works such as “Anche la cornice”, but the proposed problem still remains the equivalent 

relationship between figure and background: it concerns painted surfaces in which all the elements 

tend to assume the small optical value in virtue of the phenomenon of perceptive ambiguity that 

choose to see the single elements of the composition alternatively as figure and background. 

Of course the experimental character of Munari's work represents only a moment of the artist's 

activity, that of the investigation and implementation of new instruments of communication to be 

then introduced within the industrial production process: that is, the constant point of reference in 

Munari's work is not the artistic object autonomous in itself, but the mass produced object, thus the 

collectionist is not the interlocutor to which the artist turns but the vast public of consumers. Munari 

therefore revives, in terms of absolute modernity and in terms of a frank acception of technique and 

of methods of modern industrial production, the dominant theme of nearly all the historical 

avantguard, or rather the aspiration and transformation of art and life into a sole, harmonically 

integrated reality. The same artist, moreover, has more than once supported in extremely explicit 

terms this basic point of his poetics: “Today – he wrote in an article published in “AZ” in '50 with 

the meaningful title “L'arte è un mestiere” – the public demands a pretty advertising poster, a cover 

of a book, the decoration of a shop, the colors for its house, the shape of an iron or a sewing 

machine (…). Think of how much could be done, how many objects, how many things await the 

artist's intervention. Leave the studio and look around the street, how many colors don't fit, how 

many windows could be made beautiful, how many signboards in bad taste, how many plastic 

shapes. Why not get involved? Why not contribute to improving the aspect of the world in which 

we live together with the public who does not understand us and who does not know to make of our 

art?”. Munari thus interprets the artistic operation as an esthetic pedagogy to mediate a visual 

education of the public and thus actively intervene in the configuration of the urban scene beyond 

that of the domestic. The singular arts should be confluent and for that reason together in that 

unitary work of esthetic integration preparing an operative methodology transferible from the 

formative processes of the single work of art, or rather from the “form in itself”, to the processes of 

esthetic qualification of the environment, and that is to the “form of the other”. 

The experimental models of folding object, shown for the first time at Milano in '56 as “travel 

sculptures” (but preceded by the “on square compositions” of '51), exactly respond to this need: 

Munari took on the problem of fitting three dimensional objects into two dimensions without 

having to fulfill specific manoeuvres and with the precise aim of reducing the boxing and shipping 

costs. It deals with experimental form, first studied on stiff thin cards and then translated into other 

materials (mostly wood). Which take on the aspect of “concrete” sculpture endowed with 

autonomous esthetic meaning, but which the artist implements primarily as a designer. On this 

principle he in fact later executed a series of folding lamps which, once closed, assume minimal 

dimensions. In 1960 Munari probed further into this kind of research with the “strutture continue”, 

true object of programmed art in the sense that the objects are composed of interchangeable 

elements, of which the program allows for infinite possible compositions. 

With the realization of “strutture continue”, and with the series of “Ora X” (a mass produced object 

based on a prototype obtained in '45 of a dysfunctional alarm clock spring mechanism, formed by 

semidiscs of colored material, of different dimensions, that moved with different time forming and 

deforming shape in changeable colors) Munari contributes, after having gone through the period of 

his first “macchine inutili”, to deepening the poetics of programmed art, with an art which intended 

to reconcile the opposite terms of the rule and the exception, of unity and multiplicity, of form and 

that which continues to live. 

Thus, once again, Munari affronts the problem of the harmonic coexistence of two opposite 

principles clearly showing how central the theme is for his long and multiple activity as artist, 

designer, and illustrator. The main thread of his work should be directly traced, for that reason, to 

the profound aspiration to reunite, in always various equilibrium, two opposing solicitations, by 

which the machine's functionality is matched by the game's gratuitousness, and the freedom to 



contemplate, the positive is inextricably tied to the negative like the figure to the background, and 

the convex to the concave. The book is transformed into an “inutile” object, into an illegible book, 

but at the same time is presented as a model for books so as to offer the possibility of a reading that 

is always new and rich in the unforeseen. Not enough: each thing is regulated by rigorously 

calculated principles, by repeatable rules, nevertheless the structure which emerges from these rules 

takes on a multiplicity practically infinite in forms. It's not hazardous, but safe, to conclude that 

Munari's art tends to be similar to the game, intended, however, in its most profound and, let's even 

say, philosophical meaning that which is of a free harmonizing of the various human faculties such 

as to enclose within itself, in perfect equilibrium, the opposing entreaties of necessity and liberty, of 

the rule and the unexpected, of unity and multiplicity. But getting further to the bottom, the binomy 

terms upon which Munari's art imposes itself end up assuming a far vaster sense, that gets to the 

very meaning itself of the primary fundamentals of the vital, to formative principles which in their 

reciprocal, infinite combinations construct the essence itself of the real: and so the artist's task is 

that of recovering that vital essence and to instill the invigorating lymph of it inside the formative 

processes and by way of these, inside each singular, unique moment of our existence. 

 

Translation by Peter LaVerne 

Reprinted in “Munari Scultore” edizioni Morra Napoli 1990 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 
 

 

 


